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The Sulky being tested in the field in Laos, by
ForInfo and members of the community.
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ForInfo
Seal
Agreement with the
Tree Bank
CHUMPORN, Thailand
Last month, ForInfo signed the long
awaited agreement with Tree Bank
thus formalizing the links with Tree
Bank’s work and ForInfo’s technical
expertise.
The Tree Bank was established in
2005, as a civil society organization
to encourage community members
to plant and grow various kinds of
trees in agricultural lands and their
own farms. New forest trees are
registered with the Tree Bank to
make a valuation of living trees and
establish it as an economic asset.
Under the agreement ForInfo will
provide funds to extend plantation
inventories
and
database
development similar to the project’s
activities in Lao PDR. In addition, a
procedural guideline on plantation
harvesting and related administrative
rules & regulations in Thailand will
be developed in collaboration with
the Tree Bank.

The Sulky and Track
Crawler Field Debut
BOKEO, Lao PDR
Commercial
Scale
Bamboo Harvesting

Community

The Sulky and Track Crawler were
tested in the field for the first time and it
was enthusiastically received by the
local community in Nam Yone valley of
Bokeo. Four community members
participated in the test and harvested
approximately half a ton of bamboo.
Almost 280 kgs of bamboo were
transported on the hand-pulled sulky
and about 480 kgs on the motorized
track crawler, from within the forest
stand to the nearest road, 500 meters
away. The loads transported by the two
machines stand in stark contrast to the
regular
practice
of
bamboo
transportation, which involves one
person carrying about 30kg or 2 to 3
bamboo culms on their shoulders. The
application of this machinery is expected
to allow local communities to deliver up
to 2 tons/person/day of harvested
bamboo to the nearest roadside,
increasing the potential income to US
$12 to $15 per day, compared to the
current range of US $5 to $8 per day.

Dear Colleagues,
I hope the New Year has begun well
rd
for all of you. This year marks the 3
year of the ForInfo project.
The mid-term review for the project
has begun and will conclude in
March. The ToR was tendered early
January and the final candidate for
the consultancy was selected
together with the Embassy of Finland.
The mid-term review began together
with the annual review and planning
workshop in Bokeo, Lao PDR. Details
will be shared with you in our next
issue.
We look forward to hear from you.
Send
us
your
feedback
at
forinfo@recoftc.org
Sincerely,
Fabian Noeske
Technical Advisor, ForInfo
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World Teak Conference
Bangkok, Thailand

New Project funded by Finland
complimenting ForInfo
Bokeo, Lao PDR

The objective of the conference is to examine multiple
aspects of teak cultivation and management in the context
of sustainable development. The key sponsors of the
conference are the Plant Genetic Conservation Project
under the Royal Initiative of Her Royal Highness Princess
Maha Chakri Sirindhon, FAO of the United Nations and
TEAKNET. The conference will be jointly hosted by a total
th
of 31 agencies and will be held between March 25 and
30th 2013, in Bangkok.
The head of PAFO Bokeo, Lao PDR and the provincial
forestry counterpart officer from ForInfo’s project sites will
be attending the conference and a field visit to
Phitsanoulouks teak plantations. The conference will cover
a wide range of topics, including economics and rural
development. The participants will have the opportunity to
network with high-level industry leaders, academics,
forestry practitioners, developers and decision makers
from the region and various parts of the world.
The ForInfo team under the lead of Mr. Bernhard Mohns
submitted a conference paper, titled “Assessing Harvesting
Costs Improves the Quality of Valuation of Smallholder
Teak plantations in Lao PDR”. The paper is based on
ForInfo’s project implementation & field research
conducted together with government counterparts.

Recently, RECOFTC was able to acquire a new regional
project under the Finland funded Energy and
Environment Program for the Mekong region (EEP) to
conduct Feasibility Studies on Bamboo and other
Biomass fuel chip production in trans-boundary supply
chains. It is proposed that a large component of this
project will be implemented parallel to ForInfo in Bokeo
province, since there are considerable synergies with the
ongoing activities under its industrial scale bamboo
harvesting component.
EEP builds up on the ForInfo activities of bamboo
harvesting and bamboo biomass cross-border trade to
Thailand. ForInfo is also exploring possibilities to
cooperate and synergize efforts with similar forest based
projects in the region.

Pre-harvest Inventory
Seima, Cambodia
The Pre-harvest Inventory (PHI) has been completed in
Seima, Cambodia. The PHI is required by the Forest
Administration (FA) in order to conduct harvesting
operations in the forests. The community-based
harvesting will begin if the final operation proposal,
which details the individual processes involved, is
approved.
The equipment needed for the operation to begin
includes chainsaws for the two teams on site, a mobile
sawmill, safety equipment and locally produced logging
arches. A key aspect of the proposal is the request to
also waive royalty payments to the government, since
these expenses present a critical hurdle for community
forestry and forest management to operate economically
and sustainably.

The Track Crawler being tested in Laos, by Forinfo and members of the
community.

In addition, the capacity of the management committees
to manage the future incomes and expenditures of the
project was discussed with the community members.
This step is considered crucial in order to gain a sense
of ownership by the community. A bank account has
been opened with a local bank, and the community
members will start managing funds for field work under
the supervision of WCS staff.

Project Highlights
■ Standard Operating Procedures for Plantations survey and market valuation for teak are ready to be
disseminated in Laos, at PAFO and DAFO offices.
■ A standard operation procedure on the application of GPS and GIS in teak plantation surveys, as needed
for the certification process, was developed for the provincial Bokeo government and district extension
services.
■ In Lao PDR, teak plantation certificates were distributed to 24 plantation smallholders.
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Status on Forest Data Collection & Analysis
MONDULKIRI, Cambodia
A Land Use/Land Cover study has been carried out in the three
target communes, using existing data (FA Forest Map and Provincial
Land Use Planning maps) and were supplemented for updates with
recent satellite images (Landsat 5 and 7, Google Earth) as
necessary.
While planning for the field inventory in the target forest areas,
secondary datasets of biomass distribution have been investigated
for the fuel wood supply module of the WISDOM analysis. Remotely
sensed Above Ground Biomass estimates were tested and studied
for their reliability to be applied in the target areas as complementary
information of the field plots.

Tree Bank agreement sealed; Mr. Phongsa Choonaem
presenting ing Tree Bank gifts to ForInfo Technical
Advisor, Fabian Noeske, in Thailand.

Next Steps in Vietnam
Vietnam
The environmental services (ES) maps have
been produced and the next step is the
consultation process with the community. The
consultations will also identify the steps the
community needs to take in order to provide
the ES and comprehend how it would differ
from their current practices of forest and
agricultural management.

Community members in the process of establishing a forest inventory plot,
which is required for final approval of harvesting operations, in Seima,
Cambodia.
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OUR PROJECT PARTNERS

Would you like to join one of our trainings
or events? Got a story on community
forestry in the Greater Mekong Sub region
that you’d like to share with us? Contact us
at ForInfo@recoftc.org

Download the ForInfo brochure and
access other information about the
project from our website at:
www.recoftc.org/site/resources/ForInfo

